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The Single Zone Remote Control
General Description
The remote control communicates with the radiator using infra-red signal
from a maximum distance of 10m from the appliance and requires 2x
AAA batteries.
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Setting the Time
Once the batteries have been installed the LCD screen will display all
symbols for 3 second after which the date and time need to be set.
1. Set the day using the + or – button and press the mode button
to accept.
2. Next set the hour using the + or – button and the mode button to
accept again.
3. Set the minutes with the + or – button at which point pressing the
mode button will accept the final change and the remote will go
into stand-by mode.
Selecting the Operation Mode
The operation mode can be selected using the mode button; these are
the same as those on the radiator and have the same function unless
specified below.

Comfort and Economy Temperature Setting
To set the temperature for both the comfort and economy modes; select
the desired mode using the mode button and set the temperature using
the + or – buttons. The economy temperature can never be set higher
than the comfort temperature.
Programme Mode
To set the user programme press the time button and the current day
will flash. Accept the day, hour and minutes using the mode button,
after which the user programme can be selected in the same method as
completed on the radiator control end.
IR Transmission
Any alterations made using the remote control will be sent to the radiator
via an IR signal after 1 second of inactivity. This can be seen by the IR
transmission symbol flashing in the top right hand corner.
Keypad lock (MCR & Richmond)
This function allows the user to lock the keypad on the remote to avoid
inadvertent changes. It also locks all the buttons apart from the standby
button. To enable the Keypad lock function, press both the mode and +
buttons together for 3 seconds. To disable the function, repeat the same
procedure.
OPEN WINDOW DETECTION FUNCTION
To enable the “open window detection” function, press both the ECO and
- buttons together for 3 seconds.
To disable the function, repeat the same procedure.
2-Hour Boost
This mode will force continued heating for 2 hours independent of room
temperature, after this time the radiator will return to the previously
operated mode.
To activate press the 2-Hour Boost button, 2H will now be shown on the
display of both the radiator and the remote. To cancel press the 2-Hour
Boost button.
Low Battery Warning
When the battery level is low, the correspondent
icon will appear on the display. Replace the
batteries as soon as possible.

Disposal of Old Electrical & Electronic
Equipment
(Applicable in the European Union and other
European countries with separate collection
systems)
This symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates
that this product shall not be treated as household waste.
Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection
point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help
prevent potential negative consequences for the environment
and human health, which could otherwise be caused by
inappropriate waste handling of this product. The recycling
of materials will help to conserve natural resources. For more
detailed information about recycling of this product, please
contact your local Civic Office, your household waste disposal
service or the shop where you purchased the product.
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